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Note: 

 

These are some Gems that I personally thought would be good for others who want to put out 

short but thought provoking messages and post online in the world of social media. Although I 

highly and strongly recommend always reading the book in entirety. I understand that 

nowadays, it helps to post short statements or paragraphs from texts to get the attention of 

others to read the book, but also some short messages can be used in different times and 

places. Always refer the viewers to the original text to obtain full context of the quotes from 

below. These quotes can be used on all social medias: Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and 

whatever else may come forward to help spread the call of Islam as it was originally understood 

and implemented by the Sahaba.  

 

May Allaah make this short collection work beneficial for the muslims and grant the original 

original author His Forgiveness and Mercy.  

 

 May Allaah grant the compiler istiqaamah and to remain steadfast till last breath upon the way 

of the Prophets (Peace and Blessings Be upon All of them) and the Sahaba (May Allaah Be 

Pleased with Them), and may Allaah grant the compiler shahadah (in all contexts) upon  لا إله إلا

 .and grant forgiveness and mercy as he desperately is in need of it form his Lord هللا محمد رسول هللا

 

 Ameen.  

 

 

Milestones: 
 

Preface 

 

Mankind today is on the brink of a destruction, not because of the danger of complete 

annihilation, which is hanging over its head this being just a symptom and not the real disease 

but because humanity is devoid of those vital values which are necessary not only for its healthy 

development but also for its real progress. Even the Western world realises that the Western 

civilization is unable to present any healthy values for the guidance of mankind. It knows that it 

does not possess anything which will satisfy its own conscience and justify its existence. 

 

     *************** 

 

 



 

Democracy in the West has become infertile to such an extent that it is borrowing from the 

systems of the Eastern bloc, especially in the economic system, under the name of socialism 

 

     *************** 

 

Islam is the only system, which possesses these values and this way of life. The period of the 

resurgence of science has also come to an end. This period, which began with the Renaissance 

in the sixteenth century after Christianity and reached its zenith in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, does not possess a reviving spirit. All nationalistic and. chauvinistic ideologies which 

have appeared in modern times, and all the movements and theories derived from them, have 

also lost their vitality. In short, all manmade individual or collective theories have proved to be 

failures and unsustainable 

     *************** 

 

Islam cannot fulfil its role except by taking a concrete form in a society, rather, in a nation; for 

man does not listen, especially in this age, to an abstract theory which is not seen materialized 

in a living society 

 

     *************** 

 

From this point of view, we can say that the Muslim community has been extinct for a few 

centuries, for this Muslim community does not denote the name of a land in which Islam resides, 

nor is it a people whose forefathers lived under the Islamic system at some earlier time. It is the 

name of a group of people whose manners, ideas and concepts, rules and regulations, values 

and criteria, are all derived from the Islamic source. The Muslim community with these 

characteristics vanished at the moment the laws of Allah became suspended on earth. 

 

     *************** 

 

If Islam is again to play the role of the leader of mankind, then it is necessary that the Muslim 

community be restored to its original form. It is necessary, to revive that Muslim community 

which is buried under the debris of the manmade traditions of several generations, and which it 

crushed under the weight of those false laws and customs which are not even remotely related 

to the Islamic teachings, and which, in spite of all this, calls itself the 'world of Islam.' 

 

     *************** 

 

it is necessary to revive Islam, The distance between the revival of Islam and the attainment of 

world leadership may be vast, and there may be great difficulties on the way; but the first step 

must be taken for the revival of Islam. 

 

     *************** 

 



 

If we look at the sources and foundations of modern ways of living, it becomes clear that the 

whole world is steeped in Jahiliyyahh, and all the marvellous.material comforts and highlevel 

inventions do not diminish this ignorance. This Jahiliyyahh is based on rebellion against Allah's 

sovereignty on earth. It transfers to man one of the greatest attributes of Allah, namely 

sovereignty, and makes some men lords over others. It is now not in thatsimple and primitive 

form of the ancient Jahiliyyahh, but takes the form of claiming that the right to create values, to 

legislate rules of collective behaviour, and to choose any way of life rests with men, without 

regard to what Allah Almighty has prescribed.The result of this rebellion against the authority of 

Allah is the oppression of His creatures. 

 

     *************** 

 

the humiliation of the common man under the communist systems and the exploitation of 

individuals and nations due to greed for wealth and imperialism under the capitalist, systems are 

but a corollary of rebellion against Allah's authority and the denial of the dignity of man given to 

him by Allah Almighty. 

 

     *************** 

 

Islam's way of life is unique, for in systems other that Islam, some people worship others in 

some form or another. Only in the Islamic way of life do all men become free from the servitude 

of some men to others and devote themselves to the worship of Allah alone, deriving guidance 

from Him alone, and bowing before Him alone. 

 

 

Chapter 1: The Unique Qur’anic Generation 

 

At one time this Message created a generation the generation of the Companions of the 

Prophet, may Allah be pleased with them without comparison in the history of Islam, even in the 

entire history of man. After this, no other generation of this calibre was ever again to be found. It 

is true that we do find some individuals of this calibre here and there in history, but never again 

did a great number of such people exist in one region as was the case during the first period of 

Islam. 

 

     *************** 

 

AllahاAlmightyاhasاtakenاtheاresponsibilityاforاpreservingاtheاHolyاQur’anاonاHimselfاbecauseا

He knows that Islam can be established and can benefit mankind even after the time of the 

Prophet T. Hence He called His Prophet (peace be upon Him) back to His mercy after twenty 

three years of messengership and declared this religion to be valid until the end of time. 

 

     *************** 

 



 

TheاspringاfromاwhichاtheاCompanionsاofاtheاProphetاTاdrankاwasاtheاHolyاQur’an;اonly the 

Qur’an,اasاtheاHadithاofاtheاProphetاandاhisاteachingsاwere 

offspring of this fountainhead. When someone asked the Mother of the Believers, Aisha may 

Allah be pleased with her, about the character of the Prophet (peace be upon him), she 

answered,ا‘HisاcharacterاwasاtheاQur’an.’ 

 

     *************** 

 

the Messenger of Allah (Peace be upon him) intended to prepare a generation pure in heart, 

pure in mind, pure in understanding. Their training was to be based on the method prescribed 

by Allah Almighty whoاsavedاtheاHolyاQur’an,اpurifiedاfromاtheاinfluenceاofاallاotherاsources. 

 

     *************** 

 

Indeed,اthisاQur’anاdoesاnotاopenاitsاtreasuresاexceptاtoاhimاwhoاacceptsاitاwithاthisاspirit:اtheا

spirit of knowing with the intention of acting upon it. It did not come to be a book of intellectual 

content, or a book of literature, or to be considered as a book of stories or history, although it 

has all these facets. It came to become a way of life, a way dedicated to Allah Almighty. 

 

     *************** 

 

When a person embraced Islam during the time of the Prophet T he would immediately cut 

himself off from Jahiliyyahh (preIslamic ignorance). When he stepped into the circle of Islam, he 

would start a new life, separating himself completely from his past life under ignorance of the 

Divine Law. He would look upon the deeds during his life of ignorance with mistrust and fear, 

with a feeling that these were impure and could not be tolerated in Islam! With this feeling, he 

would turn toward Islam for new guidance; and if at any time temptations overpowered him, or 

the old habits attracted him, or if he became lax in carrying out the injunctions of Islam, he 

would become restless with a sense of guilt and would feel the need to purify himself of what 

had happened,اandاwouldاturnاtoاtheاQur’anاtoاmouldاhimselfاaccordingاtoاitsاguidance. 

 

     *************** 

 

This renunciation of the Jahili (preIslamic ignorance) environment, its customs and traditions, its 

ideas and concepts, proceeded from the replacement of polytheism by the concept of the Unity 

of Allah, of the Jahili view of life and the world by that of the Islamic view, and from absorption 

into the new Islamic community under a new leadership and dedication of all loyalties and 

commitments to this new society and new leadership. 

 

     *************** 

 

We are also surrounded by Jahiliyyahh today, which is of the same nature as it was during the 

first period of Islam, perhaps a little deeper. Our whole environment, people's beliefs and ideas, 

habits and art, rules and laws is Jahiliyyahh, even to the extent that what we consider to be 



 

Islamic culture, Islamic sources, Islamic philosophy and Islamic thought are also constructs of 

Jahiliyyahh. 

 

This is why the true Islamic values never enter our hearts, why our minds are never illuminated 

by Islamic concepts, and why no group of people arises among us who are of the calibre of the 

first generation of Islam. 

 

 

     *************** 

 

We are also surrounded by Jahiliyyahh today, which is of the same nature as it was during the 

first period of Islam, perhaps a little deeper. Our whole environment, people's beliefs and ideas, 

habits and art, rules and laws is Jahiliyyahh, even to the extent that what we consider to be 

Islamic culture, Islamic sources, Islamic philosophy and Islamic thought are also constructs of 

Jahiliyyahh. 

 

     *************** 

 

It is therefore necessary, in the way of the Islamic movement, that in the early stages of our 

training and education we should remove ourselves from all the influences of the Jahiliyyahh in 

which we live and from which we derive benefits. We must return to that pure source from which 

those people derived their guidance, the source that is free from any mixing or pollution. We 

must return to it to derive from it our concepts of the nature of the universe, the nature of human 

existence, and the relationship of these two with the Perfect, the Real Being: Allah Most High. 

From it we must also derive our concepts of life, our principles of government, politics, 

economics and all other aspects of life. We must return to it with a sense of instruction for 

obedience and action, and not for academic discussion and enjoyment. 

 

     *************** 

 

OurاprimaryاpurposeاisاtoاknowاwhatاwayاofاlifeاisاdemandedاofاusاbyاtheاQur’an,اtheاtotalاviewا

ofاtheاuniverseاwhichاtheاQur’anاwantsاusاtoاhave,اwhatاisاtheاnatureاofاourاknowledgeاofاAllah 

taughtاtoاusاbyاtheاQur’an,اtheاkindاofاmoralsاandاmannersاwhichاareاenjoinedاbyاit,اandاtheا

kind of legal and constitutional system it asks us to establish in the world. 

 

     *************** 

 

We must also free ourselves from the clutches of Jahili society, Jahili concepts, Jahili traditions 

and Jahili leadership. Our mission is not to compromise with the practices of Jahili society, nor 

can we be loyal to it. Jahili society, because of its Jahili characteristics, is not worthy to be 

compromised with. Our aim is first to change ourselves so that we may later change the society. 

 

 

     *************** 



 

 

Our foremost objective is to change the practices of this society. Our aim is to change the Jahili 

system at its very roots, this system which is fundamentally at variance with Islam and which, 

with the help of force and oppression, is keeping us from living the sort of life which is 

demanded by our Creator. 

 

     *************** 

 

Our first step will be to raise ourselves above the Jahili society, and all its values and concepts. 

We will not change our own values and concepts either more or less to make a bargain with this 

Jahili society. Never! Even if we were on different roads, and if we take even one step in its 

company, we will lose our goal entirely and lose our way as well. 

 

     *************** 

 

It is therefore desirable that we should be aware at all times of the nature of our course of 

action, of the nature of our position, and the nature of the road which we must traverse to come 

out of ignorance, as the distinguished and unique generation of the Companions of the Prophet 

(Peace be upon Him) came out of it. 

 

 

Chapter 2: The Nature of the Qur’anic Method 

 

DuringاtheاMakkanاperiod,اtheاQur’anاexplained to man the secret of his existence and the 

secret of the universe surrounding him. It told him who he is, where he has come from, for what 

purpose and where he will go in the end, Who brought him from nonexistence into being, to 

Whom he will return, and what his final disposition will be. It also informed him concerning the 

nature of the things which he can touch and see, and the things which he can sense and 

conceive but which he cannot see, Who created and administers this marvellous universe, Who 

alternates night and day, and Who renovates and varies things. Similarly, it told him how to 

relate to the Creator, to the physical world, and to other human beings. This is that great 

question upon which man's existence depends and will continue to depend until the end of time. 

And thus the full thirteen years of the Makkan period were spent in explaining and expounding 

this fundamental question, that question from which all other questions and details pertaining to 

human life are derived. 

 

     *************** 

 

Those who call toward Allah's Religion and want to establish the way of life prescribed by this 

ReligionاshouldاponderاoverاthisاsignificantاfactاthatاforاthirteenاyearsاtheاQur’anاexclusivelyا

expounded this faith and did not deviate from this issue, to describe the details of that System 

which was to be established on this faith or any laws for the organisation of the Muslim society. 

 

     *************** 



 

 

They[The Arabs of of Pre-IslamicاArabia]اknewاveryاwellاthatاtheاproclamation,ا‘Thereاisاno 

deityاworthyاofاworshipاexceptاAllah’اwasاaاchallengeاtoاthatاworldlyاauthorityاwhichاhadا

usurped the greatest attribute of Allah, namely, sovereignty. It was a rebellion against all modes 

of behaviour which have been devised under this usurpation and was a declaration of war 

against that authority which legislates laws not permitted by Allah Almighty. It was no secret to 

theاArabsاwhoاknewاtheirاlanguageاveryاwellاandاknewاtheاrealاmeaningاofاtheاmessage,ا‘Laا

ilahaاillaاAllah’,اwhatاitsاsignificanceاwasاin relation to their traditions, their rule and their power. 

Hence they greeted this call, this revolutionary message, with anger, and fought against it with 

that vigour which is known to everyone. 

 

     *************** 

 

The way is not to free the earth from Roman and Persian tyranny in order to replace it with Arab 

tyranny. All tyranny is wicked! The earth belongs to Allah and should be purified for Allah, and it 

cannot be purified for Him unless the banner, "No deity worthy of worship except Allah", is 

unfurled across the earth. Man is servant to Allah alone, and he can remain so only if he unfurls 

theاbanner,ا“NoاdeityاworthyاofاworshipاexceptاAllah”,ا"LaاillahaاillaاAllah"اasاanاArabاwithاtheا

knowledge of his language understood it: no sovereignty except Allah's, no law except from 

Allah, and no authority of one man over another, as the authority in all respects belong to Allah 

Almighty.اTheا‘grouping’اofاmenاwhichاIslamاproclaimsاisاbasedاonاthisاfaithاalone,اtheاfaithاin 

which all peoples of any race or colour, Arabs, Romans or Persians, are equal under the banner 

of Allah Almighty. 

 

     *************** 

 

...true social justice can come to a society only after all affairs have been submitted to the laws 

of Allah and the society as a whole is willing to accept the just division of wealth prescribed by 

Him. And every individual of the society, whether he be a giver or a taker, firmly believes that 

this system has been legislated by Allah Almighty, by obeying which, he will not only prosper in 

this world but will be rewarded in the next. The society should not be in such a condition that 

some are driven by greed while others are burning with envy, that all the affairs of the society 

are decided by the sword and the rod, fear and threats, that the hearts of the population are 

desolate and their spirits are broken, as is the case under systems which are based on any 

authority other than Allah's. 

 

     *************** 

 

...morality can only be built on faith, a faith which provides criteria, creates values, defines the 

authority from which these criteria and values are to be derived, and prescribes the reward of 

the one who accepts this authority and the punishment of those who deviate or oppose. Without 

this kind of belief or the concept of a higher authority, all valued remain unstable, and similarly 

morals based on them remain unstable without accounting, without authority, without reward! 

 



 

     *************** 

 

when people recognized their Sustainer and worshipped Him alone, when they became 

independent not only of other human beings but also of their own desires, and when "La ilaha 

illa Allah" became imprinted on their hearts then Allah Almighty, through this faith and through 

the Believers, provided everything which was needed. Allah's earth became free of 'Romans 

and Persians,' not so that the authority of 'Arabs' might prevail, but only so that Allah's authority 

might be established and that the earth might be cleared of all the rebels against Him, whether 

they were Roman, Persian or Arab. 

 

     *************** 

 

...those who established this religion in the form of a state, a system and laws and regulations 

had first established it in their hearts and lives in the form of faith, character, worship and human 

relationships. They had been promised only one thing for the establishment of this religion not 

victory or power, not even that this religion would be established by their hands, not related to 

anything of this world: one promise, that of the Garden. That was the only promise given to 

them for all their striving, for all the trials which they had endured, for their steadfastness in the 

face of the opposition of the forces of Jahiliyyahh to that call, "There is no deity worthy of 

worship except Allah," which is abhorrent to those who are in power in any age and place. 

 

     *************** 

 

TheاMakkanاperiodاofاtheاQur’anاhasاthisاgloriousاattributeاthatاitاimprintsا‘Thereاisاnoاdeityا

worthyاofاworshipاexceptاAllah’اonاheartsاandاminds,اandاteachesاMuslimsاtoاadoptاthisاmethodا

and no other, in spite of the fact that it appears difficult and to persist in this method. 

 

     *************** 

 

A simile for this Religion is a strong, tall tree whose shade spreads far and wide and whose 

branches reach toward the sky. Such a tree would naturally put its roots deep down into the 

earth and spread them over a wide area, in proportion to its size. The case of this Religion is 

similar. Its system extends into all aspects of life; it discusses all minor or major affairs of 

mankind; it orders man's life not only in this world but also in the world to come; it gives 

information about the Unseen as well as about the visible world; it not only deals with material 

things but also purifies intentions and ideas. It is thus like a tall, strong, wide-spreading tree; 

clearly its roots must go down deep and be in proportion to its size. 

 

     *************** 

 

When belief in "La ilaha illa Allah" penetrates into the deep recesses of the heart, it also 

penetrates through the whole system of life, which is a practical interpretation of this faith. By 

this means, those who believe are already pleased with the system which this faith uniquely 



 

determines and submit in principle to all the laws and injunctions and details even before they 

are declared 

 

     *************** 

 

Indeed, the spirit of submission is the first requirement of the faith. Through this spirit of 

submission the believers learn the Islamic regulations and laws with eagerness and pleasure. 

As soon as a command is given, the heads are bowed, and nothing more is required for its 

implementation except to hear it 

 

     *************** 

 

Islamاisاnotاaا‘theory’اbasedاonا‘assumptions;’اratherاitاisاaا‘wayاofاlife’اworkingاwithا‘reality,’ا

Thus it is first necessary that a Muslim community come into existence which believes that 

"There is no deity worthy of worship except Allah," which commits itself to obey none but Allah, 

denying all other authority, and which challenges the legality of any law which is not based on 

this belief. 

 

     *************** 

 

In Makkah the Muslims were not autonomous nor did they have any influence in the society. 

Their practical life had not taken a permanent form so that they could have organized 

themselvesاaccordingاtoاtheاDivineاLawا(Shari’ah);اhenceاnoاregulationsاandاlawsاwereا

revealed to them by Allah Almighty. They were taught only belief and those moral principles 

which follow from this belief after it penetrates the mind. Later, when an autonomous state came 

into existence in Medina, general laws were revealed and that system came into existence 

which satisfies the needs of a Muslim community, and the power of the state was behind its 

enforcement. 

 

     *************** 

 

People who demand from Islam that it provide theories, and that it provide a completed 

constitution for its system, and that it provide laws, while they observe that there is not a single 

society on earth whichاhasاrejectedاmanmadeاsystemsاandاagreedاtoاenforceاtheاShari’ah,اinا

addition to having political power for such enforcement, show that they are ignorant of the 

character of this religion and the way it operates in life. They are also ignorant of the purpose for 

which Allah revealed His religion. 

 

     *************** 

 

The callers to Islam should understand that when they invite people toward the revival of 

religion, they should invite them to accept Islam's fundamental belief even though these people 

call themselves Muslims or their birth certificates register them as Muslims. The people ought to 

know that Islam means to accept the creed "La ilaha illa Allah" in its deepest sense, which is 



 

this: that every aspect of life should be under the sovereignty of Allah, and those who rebel 

against Allah's sovereignty and usurp it for themselves should be opposed; that this belief 

should be accepted by their hearts and minds and should be applied in their ways of living and 

in their practices. 

 

     *************** 

 

It is essential that hearts be exclusively devoted to Allah alone, accepting His law with full 

submission and rejecting all other laws from the very beginning, even before the details are 

shown to attract them. 

 

     *************** 

 

NoاdoubtاtheاShari’ahاis the best since it comes from Allah Almighty; the laws of His creatures 

can hardly be compared to the laws given by the Creator. But this point is not the basis of the 

Islamicاcall.اTheاbasisاofاtheاmessageاisاthatاoneاshouldاacceptاtheاShari’ahاwithoutاany 

question and reject all other laws in any shape or form. This is Islam. There is no other meaning 

of Islam. One who is attracted to this basic Islam has already resolved this problem; he will not 

require any persuasion through showing its beauty and superiority. This is one of the realities of 

the faith. 

 

     *************** 

 

theاQur’anاalwaysاappealsاtoاhumanاnatureاandاdrawsاourاattentionاtoاtheاsignsاofاAllahا

Almighty which are within man's soul itself and are all around him. It liberates human nature 

from superstitions, polishes man's native intelligence to the utmost degree, and opens up 

windows to the world and makes man appreciate the intricate processes of Allah's nature. 

 

     *************** 

 

TheاQur’anاonاtheاoneاhandاconstructsاfaithاinاtheاhearts of the Muslim community and on the 

other attacks the surrounding Jahiliyyahh through this community, while struggling to remove all 

the Jahili influences which are found in the ideas, practices and morals of the Muslim 

community. 

 

     *************** 

 

We should be aware that any attempt to change the living faith of Islam, which is intended to 

penetrate into the veins and arteries of a vital society and to be a concrete organized 

movement, into purely theoretical teachings and academic discussions, is an attempt to show 

the superiority of the 'Islamic theory' over the valueless and useless theories formulated by man, 

and is not only erroneous but also dangerous. 

 

     *************** 



 

 

The requirement of Islamic belief is that it takes shape in living souls, in an active organization, 

and in a viable community. It should take the form of a movement struggling against the Jahili 

environment while also trying to remove the influences of Jahili society in its followers, because 

they were people of Jahiliyyahh before the faith entered their souls, and the influence of 

Jahiliyyahh might have remained in their hearts and minds as well as in their lives. 

 

     *************** 

 

The Divine attributes, the universe, life, man, are all included in the Islamic concept, which is not 

only very comprehensive and perfect but also realistic and constructive. Islam, because of its 

very nature, abhors being reduced to pure thought this being against its nature and also against 

its ultimate aim and loves to appear personified in human beings, in a living organization and in 

a practical movement. Its method is to grow through the agency of living persons and through a 

dynamic movement and an active organization in such a way that its theory comes to fruition at 

the same time as its practical applications. It never remains an abstract theory but develops 

sidebyside with practice. As for the idea that we should first perfect Islam as a theory, bringing it 

about later in the world of action, this is an error and is dangerous, being against the nature of 

Islam, its purpose and its structural elements 

 

     *************** 

 

Islam's function is to change people's beliefs and actions as well as their outlook and way of 

thinking. Its method is Divinelyordained and is entirely different from all the valueless methods 

of shortsighted human beings. 

 

     *************** 

 

When we try to make Islam into a 'theory' to be studied, we remove the Divine method and 

Divine outlook from its character, and we reduce it to the level of a manmade system of thought, 

as if the Divine method were inferior to man's methods, and as if we wanted to elevate the 

system of thought and action ordained by Allah Almighty to the level of the systems of His 

creatures! This point of view is extremely dangerous, and this defeatism is ruinous. 

 

     *************** 

 

Jahiliyyahh wants to find an excuse to reject the Divine system and to perpetuate the slavery of 

one man over another. It desires to turn away the power of Muslims from the work of 

establishing the Divinely ordained way of life in order that they may not go beyond the stage of 

belief to the stage of a dynamic movement. It wants to distort the very nature of this method the 

method in which Islamic belief matures through the struggle of its movement, in which the 

details of the Islamic system develop through practical striving, and in which laws are 

disseminated to solve practical problems and actual difficulties. It is the duty of Muslims to 

expose these tactics and reduce them to dust, to reject this ridiculous proposal of the 



 

"reconstruction of Islamic law' for a society which is neither willing to submit to the law of Allah 

Almighty nor expresses any weariness with laws emanating from sources other than Allah 

Almighty. Such talk is a way of diverting attention from real and earnest work, and is a method 

through which the workers for Islam can be made to waste their time in building castles in the 

air. Thus it is their duty to expose these treacherous tactics. 

 

     *************** 

 

Chapter 3: The Characteristics of the Islamic Society and the Correct Method For Its 

formation 

 

'Islam', which means to bring human beings into submission to Allah Almighty, to free them from 

servitude to other human beings so that they may devote themselves to the One True God, to 

deliver them from the clutches of human lordship and manmade laws, value systems and 

traditions so that they will acknowledge the sovereignty and authority of the One True God and 

follow His law in all spheres of life 

 

     *************** 

 

Jahiliyyahh, on the other hand, is one man's lordship over another, and in this respect it is 

against the system of the universe and brings the involuntary aspect of human life into conflict 

with its voluntary aspect. This was that Jahiliyyahh which confronted every Prophet of Allah, 

including the last Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him) in their call toward submission to One God. 

This Jahiliyyahh is not an abstract theory; in fact, under certain circumstances it has no theory 

at all. It always takes the form of a living movement in a society which has its own leadership, its 

own concepts and values, and its own traditions, habits and feelings. It is an organized society 

and there is a close cooperation and loyalty between its individuals, and it is always ready and 

alive to defend its existence consciously or unconsciously. It crushes all elements which seem 

to be dangerous to its personality. 

 

     *************** 

 

The theoretical foundation of Islam, in every period of history, has been to bear witness "La 

ilaha illa Allah""There is no deity worthy of worship except Allah" which means to bear witness 

that the only true deity is Allah, that He is the Sustainer, that He is the Ruler of the universe, and 

that He is the Real Sovereign; to believe in Him in one's heart, to worship Him Alone, and to put 

into practice His laws. Without this complete acceptance of "La ilaha illa Allah", which 

differentiates the one who says he is a Muslim from a nonMuslim, there cannot be any practical 

significance to this utterance, nor will it have any weight according to Islamic law. 

 

     *************** 

 

people should devote their entire lives in submission to Allah Almighty, should not decide any 

affair on their own, but must refer to Allah's injunctions concerning it and follow them. We know 



 

of Allah's guidance through only one source, that is, through the Messenger of Allah T. Thus, in 

the second part of the Islamic creed, we bear witness 'Wa 

ashhadu anna Muhammadar Rasul Allah" "And I bear witness that Muhammad is the 

Messenger of Allah." 

 

 

Chapter 4: Jihad in the Cause of Allaah 

 

 

the Islamic movement had to produce parallel resources to confront this Jahiliyyahh. This 

movement uses the methods of preaching and persuasion for reforming ideas and beliefs, and it 

uses physical power and Jihad for abolishing the organizations and authorities of the Jahili 

system which prevents people from reforming their ideas and beliefs, but forces them to obey 

their erroneous ways and make them serve human lords instead of the Almighty Lord. 

 

     *************** 

 

Islam does not force people to accept its belief, but it wants to provide a free environment in 

which they will have the choice of beliefs. What it wants is to abolish those oppressive political 

systems under which people are prevented from expressing their freedom to choose whatever 

beliefs they want, and after that it gives them complete freedom to decide whether they will 

accept Islam or not. 

 

     *************** 

 

From the very first day, whether the Prophet T addressed 

his near relatives, or the Quraish, or the Arabs, or the entire world, his call was one and the 

same. He called them to the submission to One God and rejection of the lordship of other men. 

On this principle there is neither compromise nor any flexibility 

 

     *************** 

 

When writers with defeatist and apologetic mentalities write about "Jihad in Islam," trying to 

remove this 'blot' from Islam, then they are mixing up two things: first, that this religion forbids 

the imposition of its belief by force...When writers with defeatist and apologetic mentalities write 

about "Jihad in Islam," trying to remove this 'blot' from Islam, then they are mixing up two things: 

first, that this religion forbids the imposition of its belief by force. 

 

     *************** 

 

The Islamic Jihad has no relationship to modern warfare, either in its causes or in the way in 

which it is conducted. The causes of Islamic Jihad should be sought in the very nature of Islam 

and its role in the world, in its high principles, which have been given to it by Allah Almighty and 



 

for the implementation of which Allah Almighty appointed the Prophet as His Messenger and 

declared him to be the last of all Prophets and Messengers. 

 

     *************** 

 

This religion is really a universal declaration of the freedom of man from servitude to other men 

and from servitude to his own desires, which is also a form of human servitude; it is a 

declaration that sovereignty belongs to Allah alone and that He is the Lord of all the worlds. It 

means a challenge to all kinds and forms of systems which are based on the concept of the 

sovereignty of man; in other words, where man has usurped the Divine attribute. Any system in 

which the final decisions are referred to human beings, and in which the sources of all authority 

are human, deifies human beings by designating others than Allah Almighty as lords over men. 

This declaration means that the usurped authority of Allah be returned to Him and the usurpers 

be thrown out those who by themselves devise laws for others to follow, thus elevating 

themselves to the status of lords and reducing others to the status of slaves. In short, to 

proclaim the authority and sovereignty of Allah means to eliminate all human kingships and to 

announce the rule of the Sustainer of the universe over the entire earth. 

 

 

     *************** 

 

The way to establish Allah Almighty's rule on earth is not that some consecrated people, the 

priests, be given the authority to rule, as was the case with the rule of the Church, nor that some 

spokesmen of Allah Almighty become rulers, as is the case in a 'theocracy'. To establish Allah's 

rule means that His laws be enforced and that the final decision in all affairs be according to 

these laws. 

 

     *************** 

 

The establishing of the dominion of Allah Almighty on earth, the abolishing of the dominion of 

man, the taking away of sovereignty from the usurper to revert it to Allah Almighty, and the 

bringing about of the enforcement of the Divine Law (Shari’ah)اandاtheاabolitionاofاmanmadeا

laws cannot be achieved only through preaching. Those who have usurped the authority of 

Allah Almighty and are oppressing Allah's creatures are not going to give up their power merely 

through preaching; if it had been so, the task of establishing Allah's religion in the world would 

have been very easy for the Prophets of Allah. This is contrary to the evidence from the history 

of the Prophets and the story of the struggle of the true religion, spread over generations. 

 

     *************** 

 

This universal declaration of the freedom of man on the earth from every authority except that of 

Allah, and the declaration that sovereignty is Allah's alone and that He is the Lord of the 

universe, is not merely a theoretical, philosophical and passive proclamation. It is a positive, 

practicalاandاdynamicاmessageاwithاaاviewاtoاbringingاaboutاtheاimplementationاofاtheاShari’ahا



 

of Allah and actually freeing people from their servitude to other men to bring them into the 

service of Allah, the One without associates. This cannot be attained unless both 'preaching' 

and 'the movement' are used. This is so because appropriate means are needed to meet any 

and every practical situation. 

 

     *************** 

 

This religion is not merely a declaration of the freedom of the Arabs, nor is its message confined 

to the Arabs. It addresses itself to the whole of mankind, and its sphere of work is the whole 

earth. Allah Almighty is not merely the Sustainer of the Arabs, nor is His providence limited to 

those who believe in the faith of Islam. Allah Almighty is the Sustainer of the whole world. This 

religion wants to bring back the whole world to its Sustainer and free it from servitude to anyone 

other than Allah. In the sight of Islam, the real servitude is following laws devised by someone, 

and this is that servitude which in Islam is reserved for Allah alone. Anyone who serves 

someone other than Allah in this sense is outside Allah's religion, although he may claim to 

profess this religion. 

 

     *************** 

 

It is not the intention of Islam to force its beliefs on people, but Islam is not merely 'belief'. As we 

have pointed out, Islam is a declaration of the freedom of man from servitude to other men. 

Thus it strives from the beginning to abolish all those systems and governments which are 

based on the rule of man over men and the servitude of one human being to another. When 

Islam releases people from this political pressure and presents to them its spiritual message, 

appealing to their reason, it gives them complete freedom to accept or not to accept its beliefs. 

 

     *************** 

 

Whatever system is to be established in the world ought to be on the authority of Allah, deriving 

its laws from Him alone. Then every individual is free, under the protection of this universal 

system, to adopt any belief he wishes to adopt. This is the only way in which 'the religion' can be 

purified for Allah alone. The word 'religion' includes more than belief; 'religion' actually means a 

way of life, and in Islam this is based on belief. 

 

     *************** 

 

...Islam is not a 'defensive movement' in the narrow sense which today is technically called a 

'defensive war.' This narrow meaning is ascribed to it by those who are under the pressure of 

circumstances and are defeated by the wily attacks of the orientalists, who distort the concept of 

Islamic Jihad. It was a movement to wipe out tyranny and to introduce true freedom to mankind, 

using resources according to the actual human situation, and it had definite stages, for each of 

which it utilized new methods. 

 

 



 

     *************** 

 

If we insist on calling Islamic Jihad a defensive movement, then we must change the meaning of 

the word 'defense' and mean by it 'the defense of man' against all those elements which limit his 

freedom. These elements take the form of beliefs and concepts, as well as of political systems, 

based on economic, racial or class distinctions. When Islam first came into existence, the world 

was full of such systems, and the present day Jahiliyyahh also has various kinds of such 

systems. 

 

 

     *************** 

 

As to people who attempt to defend the concept of Islamic Jihad by interpreting it in the narrow 

sense of the current concept of defensive war, and who do research to prove that the battles 

fought in Islamic Jihad were all for the defense of the homeland of Islam some of them 

considering the homeland of Islam to be just the Arabian peninsula against the aggression of 

neighboring powers they lack understanding of the nature of Islam and its primary aim. Such an 

attempt is nothing but a product of a mind defeated by the present difficult conditions and by the 

attacks of the treacherous orientalists on the Islamic Jihad. 

 

     *************** 

 

When Islam strives for peace, its objective is not that superficial peace which requires that only 

that part of the earth where the followers of Islam are residing remain secure. The peace which 

Islam desires is that the religion (i.e. the law of the society) be purified for Allah, that the 

obedience of all people be for Allah alone, and that some people should not be lords over 

others. 

 

     *************** 

 

What kind of a man is it who, after listening to the commandment of Allah 

Almighty and the Hadith (traditions) of the Prophet T and after reading about the events which 

occurred during the Islamic Jihad, still thinks that it is a temporary injunction related to transient 

conditions and that it is concerned only with the defense of the borders? 

 

     *************** 

 

by Allah's grace, there are those who are standing firm on the issue that Islam is a universal 

declaration of the freedom of man on the earth from every authority except Allah's authority and 

that the religion ought to be purified for Allah; and they keep writing concerning the Islamic 

Jihad. 

 

     *************** 

 



 

The reasons for Jihad which have been described in the above verses are these: to establish 

Allah's authority in the earth; to arrange human affairs according to the true guidance provided 

by Allah Almighty; to abolish all the Satanic forces and Satanic systems of life and to end the 

lordship of one man over others since all men are creatures of Allah and no one has the 

authority to make them his servants or to make arbitrary laws for them. These reasons are 

sufficient for proclaiming Jihad. However, one should always keep in mind that there is no 

compulsion in religion; that is, once the people are free from the lordship of men, the law 

governing civil affairs will be purely that of Allah, while no one will be forced to change his 

beliefs and accept Islam 

 

     *************** 

 

The Jihad of Islam is to secure complete freedom for every man throughout the world by 

releasing him from servitude to other human beings so that he may serve his Lord, who is One 

and who has no associates. This is in itself a sufficient reason for Jihad. These were the only 

reasons in the hearts of Muslim warriors (Mujahideen). 

 

     *************** 

 

The reason for Jihad exists in the nature of its message and in the actual conditions it finds in 

human societies, and not merely in the necessity for defense, which may be temporary and of 

limitedاextent.اAاMuslimاfightsاwithاhisاwealthاandاhisاpersonا‘inاtheاwayاofاAllah’اforاtheاsakeاofا

these values in which neither personal gain nor greed is a motive for him. 

      

*************** 

 

Before a Muslim steps into the battlefield, he has already fought a great battle within himself 

against Satan against his own desires and ambitions, his personal interests and inclinations, the 

interests of his family and of his nation; against which is not from Islam; against every obstacle 

which comes into the way of worshipping Allah Almighty and the implementation of the Divine 

authority on earth, returning this authority to Allah Almighty and taking it away from the 

rebellious usurpers. 

 

     *************** 

 

Those who say that Islamic Jihad was merely for the defense of the 'homeland of Islam' 

diminish the greatness of the Islamic way of life and consider it less important than their 

'homeland'. This is not the Islamic point of view, and their view is a creation of the modern age 

and is completely alien to Islamic consciousness.  

 

     *************** 

 

What is acceptable to Islamic consciousness is its belief, the way of life which this belief 

prescribes, and the society which lives according to this way of life. The soil of the homeland 



 

has in itself no value or weight. From the Islamic point of view, the only value which the soil can 

achieve is because on that soil Allah's authority is established and Allah's guidance is followed; 

and thus it becomes a fortress for the belief, a place for its way of life to be entitled the 

'homeland of Islam', a center for the movement for the total freedom of man 

 

     *************** 

 

No doubt this religion must defend itself against aggressors. Its very existence in the form of a 

general declaration of the universal Lordship of Allah and of the freedom of man from servitude 

to any being other than Allah, and its organizing a movement under a new leadership other than 

the existing Jahili leadership, and its creating a distinct and permanent society based on the 

Divine authority and submission to One God, is sufficient cause for the surrounding Jahili 

society which is based on human authority in some form or another to rise against it for its own 

preservation and for the suppression of Islam. 

 

     *************** 

 

It may happen that the enemies of Islam may consider it expedient not to take any action 

against Islam, if Islam leaves them alone in their geographical boundaries to continue the 

lordship of some men over others and does not extend its message and its declaration of 

universal freedom within their domain. But Islam cannot agree to this unless they submit to its 

authority by paying Jizyah, which will be a guarantee that they have opened their doors for the 

preaching of Islam and will not put any obstacle in its way through the power of the state. 

 

     *************** 

 

To understand the dynamism of Islam with clarity and depth, it is necessary to remember that 

Islam is a way of life for men prescribed by Allah Almighty. It is not a manmade system, nor an 

ideology of a group of people, nor a way of life peculiar to a given race. We cannot talk about 

external reasons for Jihad unless we overlook this great truth and unless we forget that the 

fundamental question here is the sovereignty of Allah and the obedience of His creatures; it is 

impossible for a person to remember this great truth and still search for other reasons for 

Islamic Jihad. 

 

     *************** 

 

Islam is not a heritage of any particular race or country; this is Allah's religion and it is for the 

whole world. It has the right to destroy all obstacles in the form of institutions and traditions 

which limit man's freedom of choice. It does not attack individuals nor does it force them to 

accept its beliefs; it attacks institutions and traditions to release human beings from their 

poisonous influences, which distort human nature and which curtail human freedom. It is the 

right of Islam to release mankind from servitude to human beings so that they may serve Allah 

alone, to give practical meaning to its declaration that Allah is the true Lord of all and that all 

men are free under Him. 



 

 

 

     *************** 

 

According to the Islamic concept and in actuality, Allah's rule on earth can be established only 

through the Islamic system, as it is the only system ordained by Allah Almighty for all human 

beings, whether they be rulers or ruled, black or white, poor or rich, ignorant or learned. Its law 

is uniform for all, and all human beings are equally responsible within it. In all other systems, 

human beings obey other human beings and follow manmade laws. Legislation is a Divine 

attribute; any person who concedes this right to such a claimant, whether he considers him 

Divine or not, has accepted him as Divine 

 

     *************** 

 

Islam is not merely a belief, so that it is enough merely to preach it. Islam, which is a way of life, 

takes practical steps to organize a movement for freeing man. Other societies do not give it any 

opportunity to organize its followers according to its own method, and hence it is the duty of 

Islam to annihilate all such systems, as they are obstacles in the way of universal freedom. Only 

in this manner can the way of life be wholly dedicated to Allah, so that neither any human 

authority nor the question of servitude remains, as is the case in all other systems which are 

based on man's servitude to man 

 

     *************** 

 

The orientalists have painted a picture of Islam as a violent movement which imposed its belief 

upon people by the sword. These vicious orientalists know very well that this is not true, but by 

this method they try to distort the true motives of Islamic Jihad. But our Muslim scholars, these 

defeated people, search for reasons of defensive with which to negate this accusation. They are 

ignorant of the nature of Islam and of its function, and that it has a right to take the initiative for 

human freedom. 

 

     *************** 

 

Islam is the way of life ordained by Allah Almighty for all mankind, and this way establishes the 

Lordship of Allah alone that is, the Haakimiyah (sovereignty) of Allah and orders practical life in 

all its daily details. 

 

     *************** 

 

wherever an Islamic community exists which is a concrete example of the divinely ordained 

system of life, it has a Godgiven right to step forward and take control of the political authority so 

thatاitاmayاestablishاtheاShari’ahاonاearth,اwhileاitاleavesاtheاmatterاof belief to individual 

conscience 

 



 

 

 

     *************** 

 

Chapter 5: La Ilaha Illa Allaah 

The Methodology of the Life of Islam 

 

La ilaha illa Allah" is the first part the Islamic declaration of faith, meaning that there is no deity 

worthy of worship except Allah; "Muhammadar Rasul Allah" Muhammad is the Messenger of 

Allah is the second part, meaning that this worship is to be carried out according to the teaching 

of the Prophet (Pece Be Upon him) 

 

     *************** 

 

A believing Muslim is one into whose heart this declaration has penetrated completely, as the 

other pillars of Islam and articles of faith are derivatives of it. Thus, belief in angels and Allah's 

Books and Allah's Messengers and the Akhirah (life hereafter) and alQadr (the measurement of 

good and evil), and alSalah (prayers), asSiyam (fasting), alZakah (charity) and alHajj 

(pilgrimage), and the limits set by Allah of permissible and forbidden things, human affairs, laws, 

Islamic moral teachings, and so on, are all based on the foundation of worship of Allah, and the 

source of all these teachings is the person of the Prophet T 

through whom Allah has revealed to us. 

 

     *************** 

 

A Muslim community is that which is a practical interpretation of the declaration of faith and all 

its characteristics; and the society which does not translate into practice this faith and its 

characteristics is not a Muslim society. Thus the declaration of faith provides the foundation for 

a complete system of life for the Muslim community in all its details. This way of life cannot 

come into being without securing this foundation first. Similarly, if the system of life is 

constructed on some other foundation, or if other sources are mixed with this foundation, then 

that community cannot be considered Islamic. 

 

     *************** 

 

A person who does not believe in the oneness of Allah, does not worship Allah alone. Anyone 

who performs devotional acts before someone other than Allah in addition to Him or exclusively 

does not worship Allah alone. Anyone who derives laws from a source other than Allah 

Almighty, in a way other than what He taught us through the Prophet T does not worship Allah 

alone. 

 

 

     *************** 

 



 

It is necessary, therefore, before thinking of establishing the Islamic social system and 

organizing a Muslim community, that one should give attention to purifying the hearts of people 

from the worship of anyone other than Allah, in the way we have described above. Only those 

whose hearts are so purified will come together to make a group, and only such a group of 

people, whose beliefs and concepts, whose devotional acts and laws, are completely free of 

servitude to anyone other than Allah can start a Muslim community. Anyone who wants to live 

an Islamic life will automatically enter into this community, and his belief, his acts of worship and 

the laws which he follows, will also be purified for Allah alone. In other words, he will be an 

embodiment of "La ilaha illa Allah, Muhammadar Rasul Allah". 

 

 

     *************** 

 

A Muslim community can come into existence only when individuals and groups of people reject 

servitude to anyone except Allah Almighty in addition to Him or exclusively and come into 

submission to Allah Almighty, Who has no associates, and decide that they will organize their 

scheme or life on the basis of this submission. From this a new community is born, emerging 

from within the old Jahili society which immediately confronts it with a new belief and a new way 

of life based on this belief, presenting a concrete embodiment of the creed, "There is no deity 

worthy of worship except Allah, and Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah". 

 

     *************** 

 

history tells us that the Jahili society chooses to fight and not to make peace, attacking the 

vanguard of Islam at its very inception, whether it be a few individuals or whether it be groups, 

and even after this vanguard has become a well established community. From Nuh to 

Muhammad, peace be on them, without exception, this has been the course of events at every 

Islamic call. 

 

     *************** 

 

It is clear, then, that a Muslim community cannot be formed or continue to exist until it attains 

sufficient power to confront the existing Jahili society. This power must be at all levels; that is to 

say, the power of belief and concept, the power of training and moral character, the power to 

organize and sustain a community, and such physical power as is necessary, if not to dominate, 

at least to hold itself against the onslaught of the Jahili society. 

 

     *************** 

 

The Jahili society is any society other than the Muslim society; and if we want a more specific 

definition, we may say that any society is a Jahili society which does not dedicate itself to 

submission to Allah alone, in its beliefs and ideas in its observances of worship, and in its legal 

regulations. 

 



 

 

 

     *************** 

 

All idolatrous societies are also among the Jahili societies. Such societies are found in India, 

Japan, the Philippines and Africa. Their Jahili character consists first of the fact that they believe 

in other gods besides Allah Almighty, in addition to Him or without Him; second, they have 

constructed an elaborate system of devotional acts to propitiate these deities. Similarly, the laws 

and regulations which they follow are derived from sources other than Allah and His Law, 

whether these sources be priests or astrologers or magicians, the elders of the nation, or the 

secular institutions which formulate laws without regard to the Law of Allah, and which attain 

absolute authority in the name of the nation or a party or on some other basis, while absolute 

authority belongs to Allah alone, and this can be brought into action only in the way shown to us 

by the Prophets of Allah. 

 

     *************** 

 

All Jewish and Christian societies today are also Jahili societies. They have distorted the 

original beliefs and ascribe certain attributes of Allah to other beings. This association with Allah 

Almighty has taken many forms, such as Allah Almighty having a son or the Trinity; sometimes it 

is expressed in a concept of Allah which is remote from the true reality of Allah Almighty 

 

     *************** 

 

Lastly, all the existing socalled 'Muslim' societies are also Jahili societies. We classify them 

among Jahili societies not because they believe in other deities besides Allah or because they 

worship anyone other than Allah, but because their way of life is not based on submission to 

Allah alone. Although they believe Tawhid (monotheism), still they have relegated the legislative 

attribute of Allah Almighty to others and submit to this authority, and from this authority they 

derive their systems, their traditions and customs, their laws, their values and standards, and 

almost every practice of life. 

 

     *************** 

 

Among Muslim societies, some openly declare their 'secularism' and negate all their 

relationships with the religion; some others pay respect to the religion only with their mouths, but 

in their social life they have completely abandoned it. They say that they do not believe in the 

'Unseen' and want to construct their social system on the basis of 'science', as science and the 

Unseen are contradictory! This claim of theirs is mere ignorance, and only ignorant people can 

talk like this. There are some other societies which have given the authority of legislation to 

others besides Allah Almighty; they make whatever laws they please and then say, "This is the 

Shari’ahاofاAllah".اAllاtheseاsocietiesاareاtheاsameاinاoneاrespect,اthatاnoneاofاthemاisاbasedا

on submission to Allah alone. 

 



 

     *************** 

 

Islam does not look at the labels or titles which these societies have adopted; they all have one 

thing in common, and that is that their way of life is not based on complete submission to Allah 

alone. In this respect they share the same characteristic with a polytheistic society: the 

characteristic of Jahiliyyahh 

 

     *************** 

 

What is the principle on which human life ought to be based: Allah's religion and its system of 

life, or some manmade system? 

 

Islam answers this question in a clear cut and unambiguous manner: The only principle on 

which the totality of human life is to be based is Allah's religion and its system of life. If this 

principle is absent, the very first pillar of Islam, which is, bearing witness to "La ilaha illa Allah, 

Muhammadar Rasul Allah" will not be established nor its real influence felt. Unless this principle 

is accepted without any question and followed faithfully, the complete submission to Allah 

Almighty as taught by the Messenger of Allah T cannot be fulfilled 

 

     *************** 

 

Allah's religion is not a maze nor is its way of life a fluid thing, as the second part of the 

declaration of faith, "Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah", clearly limits it. It is bounded by 

those principles which have come from the Messenger of Allah T. If there is a clear text 

availableاfromاtheاQur’anاorاfrom 

him, then that will be decisive and there will be no room for Ijtihad (analogical judgement). If no 

such clear judgement is available, then the time comes for Ijtihad and that according to well 

defined principles which are consistent with Allah's religion and not merely following opinions or 

desires. 

 

     *************** 

 

It is not the function of religion to provide justification whatever kind of life someone is leading 

and to bring an authority which he can use to justify his actions. Religion is to be a criterion, to 

approve what is good and to discard what is evil. If the whole system of life is against the 

religion, then its function is to abolish this system and to construct a new one. This is the 

meaning, according to Islam, of the saying "religion is for living"; one ought to understand this 

with its correct meaning. 

 

     *************** 

 

TheاgoodاofاmankindاisاinherentاinاtheاShari’ahا(divineاlaws)اsentاdownاby 

Allah Almighty to the Prophet (Peace Be Upon him)  which have come to us through his life. If at 

any time men think that their good is in going against what Allah Almighty has legislated, then 



 

first of all, they are deluded in their thinking. Second, they are unbelievers. It is not possible for a 

person to declare that in his opinion good lies in going against what Allah Almighty has 

legislated and simultaneously be a follower of this religion, or be considered its scholar, even for 

a single moment. 

 

Chapter 6: the Universal Law 

 

Islam constructs its foundation of belief and action on the principle of total submission to Allah 

alone. Its beliefs, forms of worship and rules of life are uniformly an expression of this 

submission and are a practical interpretation of the declaration that there is no deity worthy of 

worship except Allah. The details of life are derived from the Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah 

(PeaceاBeاUponاhim)اandاareاaاpracticalاconsequenceاofاtheاdeclarationاthatا‘Muhammadاisا

theاMessengerاofاAllah’. 

 

     *************** 

 

Islam builds its entire structure in such a way that these two parts of the declaration determine 

its system and its characteristics. When Islam builds its structure in this manner, giving it a 

separate and unique position among all other systems known to man, then Islam actually 

becomes harmonious with the universal law, which is operative not only in human existence, but 

throughout the whole universe as well. 

 

     *************** 

 

He Who has created the universe and man, and Who made man obedient to the laws which 

alsoاgovernاtheاuniverse,اhasاalsoاprescribedاaاShari’ahاforاhisاvoluntaryاactions.اIfاmanاfollowsا

thisاlaw,اthenاhisاlifeاisاinاharmonyاwithاhisاownاnature.اFromاthisاpointاofاview,اthisاShari’ahاisا

also a part of that universal law which governs the entire universe, including the physical and 

biological aspects of man. 

 

     *************** 

 

Each word of Allah, whether it is an injunction or a prohibition, a promise or an admonition, a 

rule or guidance, is a part of the universal law and is as accurate and true as any of the laws 

known as the "laws of nature" the Divinely ordained laws for the universe which we find to be 

operative every moment according to what Allah Almighty has prescribed for them from the 

dawn of creation. 

 

     *************** 

 

ThusاtheاShari’ahاwhichاAllahاAlmightyاhasاgivenاtoاmanاtoاorganizeاhisاlifeاisاalsoاaاuniversalا

law, as it is related to the general law of the universe and is harmonious with it. This obedience 

toاtheاShari’ahاbecomesاaاnecessityاfor human beings so that their lives may become 

harmonious and in tune with the rest of the universe; not only this, but the only way in which 



 

harmony can be brought about between the physical laws which are operative in the biological 

life of a man and the moral laws which govern his voluntary actions is solely through obedience 

toاtheاShari’ah.اOnlyاinاthisاwayاdoesاman'sاpersonality,اinternalاandاexternal,اbecomeا

integrated. 

 

     *************** 

 

Man cannot understand all the laws of the universe, nor can he comprehend the unity of this 

system; he cannot even understand the laws which govern his own person, from which he 

cannot deviate by a hair's breadth. Thus he is incapable of making laws for a system of life 

which can be in complete harmony with the universe or which can even harmonize his physical 

needs with his external behavior. This capability belongs solely to the Creator of the universe 

and of men, Who not only controls the universe but also human affairs, and Who implements a 

uniform law according to His will. 

 

     *************** 

 

ThisاobedienceاtoاtheاShari’ahاofاAllahاisاnecessaryاforاtheاsakeاofاthisاharmony,اevenاmoreا

necessary than the establishment of the Islamic belief, as no individual or group of individuals 

can be truly Muslim until they wholly submit to Allah alone in the manner taught by the 

MessengerاofاAllahا(PeaceاBeاUponاhim)اthusاtestifyingاbyاtheirاactionsاthatاthereاisا‘noاdeityا

worthyاofاworshipاexceptاAllahاandاthatاMuhammadاisاAllah'sاMessenger.’ 

 

     *************** 

 

the purpose of the establishment of Allah's law on earth is not merely for the sake of the next 

world. This world and the next world are not two separate entities, but are stages 

complementary to each other. The law given by Allah Almighty not only harmonizes these two 

stages but also harmonizes human life with the general law of the universe. Thus, when 

harmony between human life and the universe ensues, its results are not postponed for the next 

world but are operative even in this world. However, they will reach their perfection in the 

Hereafter. 

 

     *************** 

 

..ObedienceاtoاtheاShari’ahاofاAllahاisاactuallyاaاconsequenceاofاtheاneedاtoاharmonizeاhumanا

life with that law which is operative within man himself and in the rest of the universe. This need 

demands that the law which governs the social affairs of human beings should be in accordance 

with the general law of the universe; it demands that man submit to Allah alone, with the rest of 

the universe, and that no man should claim lordship over others. 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 7: Islam is the Real Civilization 

 

 

Islam knows only two kinds of societies, the Islamic and the Jahili. The Islamic society is that 

which follows Islam in belief and ways of worship, in law and organization, in morals and 

manners. The Jahili society is that which does not follow Islam and in which neither the Islamic 

belief and concepts, nor Islamic values or standards, Islamic laws and regulations, or Islamic 

morals and manners are cared for. 

 

     *************** 

 

The Islamic society is not one in which people call themselves 'Muslims' but in which the Islamic 

law has no status, even though prayer, fasting and Hajj are regularly observed; and the Islamic 

society is not one in which people invent their own version of Islam, other than what Allah and 

His Messenger (Peace Be upon Him) have prescribed and explained, and call it, for example, 

'progressive Islam'. 

 

     *************** 

 

Jahili society appears in various forms, all of them ignorant of the Divine guidance. Sometimes it 

takes the form of a society in which belief in Allah Almighty is denied and human history is 

explained in terms of intellectual materialism, and 'scientific socialism' becomes its system. 

 

     *************** 

 

The Islamic society is, by its very nature, the only civilized society, and the Jahili societies, in all 

their various forms, are backward societies. It is necessary to elucidate this great truth. 

 

     *************** 

 

When, in a society, the sovereignty belongs to Allah alone, expressed in its obedience to the 

Shari’ahاtheاDivineاLawاonlyاthenاisاeveryاpersonاinاthatاsocietyاfreeاfromاservitudeاtoاothers,ا

and only then does he taste true freedom. This alone is 'human civilization', as the basis of a 

human civilization is the complete and true freedom of every person and the full dignity of every 

individual of the society. On the other hand, in a society in which some people are lords who 

legislate and some others are slaves who obey them, then there is no freedom in the real 

sense, nor dignity for each and every individual. 

 

     *************** 

 

legislation is not limited only to legal matters, as some people assign this narrow meaning to the 

Shari’ah.اTheاfactاisاthatاattitudes, the way of living, the values, criteria, habits and traditions, 

are all legislated and affect people. If a particular group of people forges all these chains and 

imprisons others in them, this will not be a free society. In such a society some people have the 



 

position of authority, while others are subservient to them; hence this society will be backward, 

and in Islamic terminology is called a 'Jahili' society. 

 

     *************** 

 

Only the Islamic society is unique in this respect, in that the authority belongs to Allah alone; 

and man, cutting off his chains of servitude to other human beings, enters into the service of 

Allah Almighty and thus attains that real and complete freedom which is the focus of human 

civilization. In this society, the dignity and honor of man are respected according to what Allah 

Almighty has prescribed. He becomes the representative of Allah on earth, and his position 

becomes even higher than that of the angels. 

 

     *************** 

 

In a society which bases its foundation on the concept, belief and way of life which all originate 

from the One God, man's dignity is respected to the highest degree and no one is a slave to 

another, as they are in societies in which the concepts, beliefs and way of life originate from 

human masters. In the former society, man's highest characteristics those of the spirit and mind 

are reflected, while in a society in which human relationships are based on color, race or nation, 

or similar criteria, these relationships become a chain for human thought and prevent man's 

noble characteristics from coming to the fore. A person remains human regardless of what 

color, race or nation he belongs to, but he cannot be called human if he is devoid of spirit and 

reason 

 

     *************** 

 

Only Islam has the distinction of basing the fundamental binding relationship in its society on 

belief; and on the basis of this belief, black and white, red and yellow, Arabs and Greeks, 

Persians and Africans, and all nations which inhabit the earth become one community. In this 

society, Allah is the Lord and only He is worshipped. The most honorable is the one who is 

noblest in character, and all individuals are equally subject to a law which is not manmade but 

made by their Creator. 

 

     *************** 

 

The civilized society that is, the Islamic society does not downgrade matter, either in theory or in 

the form of material production, as it considers the universe in which we live, by which we are 

influenced, and which we influence, to be made of matter, and it considers material production 

to be the backbone of the vicegerency of Allah on earth. However, in the Islamic society 

material comforts are not made into the highest value at the expense of 'human' characteristics 

freedom and honour, family and its obligations, morals and values, and so on as is the case in 

Jahili societies. 

 

 



 

     *************** 

 

If the family is the basis of the society, the basis of the family is the division of labour between 

husband and wife, and the upbringing of children is the most important function of the family, 

then such a society is indeed civilized. In the Islamic system of life, this kind of a family provides 

the environment under which human values and morals develop and grow in the new 

generation; these values and morals cannot exist apart from the family unit. 

 

 If, on the other hand, free sexual relationships and illegitimate children become the basis of a 

society, and if the relationship between man and woman is based on lust, passion and impulse, 

and the division of work is not based on family responsibility and natural gifts; if woman's role is 

merely to be attractive, sexy and flirtatious, and if the woman is freed from her basic 

responsibility of bringing up children; and if, on her own or under social demand, she prefers to 

become a hostess or a stewardess in a hotel or ship or air company, thus spending her ability 

for material productivity rather than in the training of human beings, because material production 

is considered to be more important, more valuable and more honorable than the development of 

human character, then such a civilization is 'backward' from the human point of view, or 'Jahili' 

in the Islamic terminology. 

 

The family system and the relationship between the sexes determine the whole character of a 

society and whether it is backward or civilized, Jahili or Islamic. Those societies which give 

ascendance to physical desires and animalistic morals cannot be considered civilized, no matter 

how much progress they may make in industry or science. This is the only measure which does 

not err in gauging true human progress. 

 

 

     *************** 

 

when man establishes the representation of Allah Almighty on earth in all respects, by 

dedicating himself to the service of Allah Almighty and freeing himself from servitude to others, 

by establishing the system of life prescribed by Allah Almighty and rejecting all other systems, 

byاarrangingاhisاlifeاaccordingاtoاtheاShari’ahاofاAllahاandاgivingاupاallاotherاlaws,اbyاadoptingا

the values and standards of morality which are pleasing to Allah Almighty and rejecting all other 

standards and, after this, when he investigates the laws governing the universe and uses them 

for the benefit of all mankind, applies them to resources hidden in the earth in accordance with 

the obligation imposed on him by Allah as His vicegerent on earth, unearths the treasures and 

resources of food and raw materials for industries, and uses his technical and professional 

knowledge for the development of various kinds of industries, doing all these things as a 

godfearing person and as a representative of Allah; and when his attitude toward the material 

and moral aspects of life is infused with this spirit, only then does man become completely 

civilized and the society reach the height of civilization. 

 

 

 



 

     *************** 

 

The Islamic society, in its form and extent and its way of living, is not a fixed historic entity; but 

its existence and its civilization are based on values which are fixed historical realities. The word 

'historical' used in this context only means that these values took concrete form in a particular 

period of human history. In fact, these values, by their nature, do not belong to any particular 

period; they are the truth which has come to man from the Divine source beyond the sphere of 

mankind and beyond the sphere of the physical universe 

 

     *************** 

 

The Islamic civilization can take various forms in its material and organizational structure, but 

the principles and values on which it is based are eternal and unchangeable. These are: the 

worship of Allah alone, the foundation of human relationships on the belief in the Oneness of 

Allah, the supremacy of the humanity of man over material things, the development of human 

values and the control of animalistic desires, respect for the family, the assumption of being the 

representative of Allah Almighty on earth according to His guidance and instruction, and in all 

affairsاofاthisاvicegerencyاtheاruleاofاAllah'sاlawا(alShari’ah)اandاtheاwayاofاlifeاprescribedاbyا

Him. 

 

     *************** 

 

If Islam enters into some other environment, then its civilization will also take another form but 

with values which are eternal based on the existing resources of that particular environment. 

 

     *************** 

 

the development of the civilization, according to the method and manner of Islam, does not 

depend on any particular level of industrial, economic or scientific progress. Wherever this 

civilization is established, it will use all the resources, will develop them, and if in a certain place 

these resources are nonexistent, then it will supply them and will provide the means for their 

growth and progress. But in all situations it will be based on its immutable and eternal principles, 

and wherever such an Islamic society comes into existence, its particular character and its 

particular movement will also come into existence, and will make it distinguished and distinct 

from all Jahili societies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 8: The Islamic Concept and Culture 

 

Complete submission to Allah Almighty comes by submitting to Him through belief, practice and 

in law. No Muslim can believe that another being can be a 'deity', nor can he believe that one 

can 'worship' a creature of Allah Almighty or that he can be given a position of 'sovereignty 

 

     *************** 

 

In the Islamic concept, the sovereignty of Allah Almighty means not merely that one should 

derive all legal injunctions from Allah Almighty and judge according to these injunctions; in Islam 

the meaning of theا'Shari’ah'اisاnotاlimitedاtoاmereاlegalاinjunctions,اbutاincludesاtheاprinciplesا

ofاadministration,اitsاsystemاandاitsاmodes.اThisاnarrowاmeaningا(i.e.,اthatاtheاShari’ahاisا

limitedاtoاlegalاinjunctions)اdoesاnotاapplyاtoاtheاShari’ahاnorاdoesاitاcorrespond to the Islamic 

concept.اByا'theاShari’ahاofاAllah’اisاmeantاeverythingاlegislatedاbyاAllahاAlmightyاforاorderingا

man's life; it includes the principles of belief, principles of administration and justice, principles of 

morality and human relationships, and principles of knowledge. 

 

     *************** 

 

TheاShari’ahاincludesاtheاIslamicاbeliefsاandاconceptsاandاtheirاimplicationsاconcerningاtheا

attributes of Allah Almighty, the nature of life, what is apparent and what is hidden in it, the 

nature of man, and the interrelationships among these. Similarly, it includes political, social and 

economic affairs and their principles, with the intent that they reflect complete submission to 

Allah alone. It also includes legal matters (this is what today is referredاtoاasاtheا'Shari’ah',اwhileا

theاtrueاmeaningاofاtheا'Shari’ahاinاIslamاisاentirelyاdifferent).اItاdealsاwithاtheاmorals,اmanners,ا

values and standards of the society, according to which persons, actions and events are 

measured. It also deals with all aspects of knowledge and principles of art and science. In all 

these guidance from Allah Almighty is needed, just as it is needed in legal matters. 

 

     *************** 

 

A Muslim cannot go to any source other than Allah Almighty for guidance in matters of faith, in 

the concept of life, acts of worship, morals and human affairs, values and standards, principles 

of economics and political affairs and interpretation of historical processes. It is, therefore, his 

duty that he should learn all these from a Muslim whose piety and character, belief and action, 

are beyond reproach. 

 

     *************** 

 

Philosophy, the interpretation of history, psychology (except for those observations and 

experimental results which are not part of anyone's opinion ethics, theology and comparative 

religion, sociology (excluding statistics and observations) all these sciences have a direction 

which in the past or the present has been influenced by Jahili beliefs and traditions. That is why 



 

all these sciences come into conflict, explicitly or implicitly, with the fundamentals of any religion, 

and especially with Islam. 

 

     *************** 

 

the true guidance from his Sustainer is sufficient for a Muslim. This guidance toward belief and 

complete submission to Allah alone is so superior to all man's speculative attempts in these 

affairs that they appear utterly ridiculous and absurd. 

 

     *************** 

 

One ought to remember the fact that the experimental method, which is the dynamic spirit of 

modern Europe's industrial culture, did not originate in Europe but originated in the Islamic 

universities of Andalusia and of the East. The principle of the experimental method was an 

offshoot of the Islamic concept and its explanations of the physical world, its phenomena, its 

forces and its secrets. Later, by adopting the experimental method, Europe entered into the 

period of scientific revival, which led it step by step to great scientific heights. Meanwhile, the 

Muslim world gradually drifted away from Islam, as a consequence of which the scientific 

movement first became inert and later ended completely. Some of the causes which led to this 

state of inertia were internal to the Muslim society and some were external, such as the 

invasions of the Muslim world by the Christians and Zionists. Europe removed the foundation of 

Islamic belief from the methodology of the empirical sciences, and finally, when Europe rebelled 

against the Church, which in the name of God oppressed the common people, it deprived the 

empirical sciences of their Islamic method of relating them to Allah's guidance 

 

     *************** 

 

No doubt Islam permits a Muslim to learn chemistry, physics, astronomy, medicine, technology 

and agriculture, administration and similar technical sciences from a non-Muslim or from a 

Muslim who is not pious, and this under the condition that no godfearing Muslim scientists are 

available to teach these sciences. This is the situation which exists now, because Muslims have 

drifted away from their religion and their way of life, and have forgotten that Islam appointed 

them as representatives of Allah Almighty and made them responsible for learning all the 

sciences and developing various capabilities to fulfil this high position which Allah Almighty has 

granted them. But Islam does not permit Muslims to learn the principles of their faith, the 

implications of their concept, the interpretationاofاtheاQur’an,اHadith,اtheاProphetا(PeaceاBeا

Upon him) the philosophy of history, the traditions of their society, the constitution of their 

government, the form of their politics, and similar branches of knowledge, from non-Islamic 

sources or from anyone other than a pious Muslim whose faith and religious knowledge is 

known to be reliable. 

 

     *************** 

 

 



 

The Western ways of thought and all the sciences started on the foundation of these poisonous 

influences with an enmity towards all religions, and in particular with greater hostility towards 

Islam. This enmity towards Islam is especially pronounced and many times is the result of a well 

thought out scheme, the object of which is first to shake the foundations of Islamic beliefs and 

then gradually to demolish the structure of Muslim society. 

 

     *************** 

 

it becomes incumbent on us, while learning purely scientific or technological subjects for which 

we have no other sources except Western sources, to remain on guard and keep these 

sciences away from philosophical speculations, as these philosophical speculations are 

generally against religion and in particular against Islam. A slight influence from them can 

pollute the clear spring of Islam. 

 

 

Chapter 9: a Muslim’s Nationality and his Belief 

 

The day Islam gave a new concept of values and standards to mankind and showed the way to 

learn these values and standards, it also provided it with a new concept of human relationships. 

Islam came to return man to his Lord and to make His guidance the only source from which 

values and standards are to be obtained, as He is the Provider and Originator. All relationships 

ought to be based through Him, as we came into being through His will and shall return to Him. 

 

     *************** 

 

 Islam came to establish only one relationship which binds men together in the sight of Allah, 

and if this relationship is firmly established, then all other relationships based on blood or other 

considerations become eliminated. In the world there is only one party of Allah; all others are 

parties of Satan and rebellion. There is only one way to reach Allah; all other ways do not lead 

to Him. For human life, there is only one true system, and that is Islam; all other systems are 

Jahiliyyahh.اThereاisاonlyاoneاlawاwhichاoughtاtoاbeاfollowed,اandاthatاisاtheاShari’ahاfromا

Allah; anything else is mere emotionalism and impulsiveness. The truth is one and indivisible; 

anything different from it is error. 

 

     *************** 

 

There is only one place on earth which can be called the home of Islam (DarulIslam), and it is 

that place where the Islamic state is establishedاandاtheاShari’ahاisاtheاauthorityاandاAllah'sا

limits are observed, and where all the Muslims administer the affairs of the state with mutual 

consultation. The rest of the world is the home of hostility (DarulHarb). A Muslim can have only 

two possible relations with Darul Harb: peace with a contractual agreement or war. A country 

with which there is a treaty will not be considered the home of Islam. 

 

 



 

 

     *************** 

 

It [Islam] came to elevate man above, and release him from, the bonds of the earth and soil, the 

bonds of flesh and blood which are also the bonds of the earth and soil. A Muslim has no 

countryاexceptاthatاpartاofاtheاearthاwhereاtheاShari’ahاofاAllahاisاestablished and human 

relationships are based on the foundation of relationship with Allah Almighty; a Muslim has no 

nationality except his belief, which makes him a member of the Muslim community in 

DarulIslam; a Muslim has no relatives except those who share the belief in Allah, and thus a 

bond is established between him and other Believers through their relationship with Allah 

Almighty. 

 

     *************** 

 

 A Muslim has no relationship with his mother, father, brother, wife and other family members 

except through their relationship with the Creator, and then they are also joined through blood. 

 

However, Divine relationship does not prohibit a Muslim from treating his parents with kindness 

and consideration in spite of differences of belief, as long as they do not join the front lines of 

the enemies of Islam. However, if they openly declare their alliance with the enemies of Islam, 

then all the filial relationships of a Muslim are cut off and he is not bound to be kind and 

considerate to them. Abdullah, son of Abdullah bin Ubayy, has presented us with a bright 

example in this respect. 

 

     *************** 

 

 AllahاMostاHighاhasاrelatedاtheاstoriesاofاearlierاProphetsاinاtheاQur’anاasاanاexampleاforاtheا

Believers. In various periods the Prophets of Allah lighted the flame of faith and guided the 

Believers. In relating the story of Abraham and his people, Allah Almighty has highlighted those 

aspects which are to be an example for the Believers. When those young and courageous 

friends who are known as the ‘CompanionsاofاtheاCave’اsawاthisاsameاrejectionاamongاtheirا

family and tribe, they left them all, migrated from their country, and ran toward their Sustainer so 

that they could live as His servants. 

 

     *************** 

 

The homeland of the Muslim, in which he lives and which he defends, is not a piece of land; the 

nationality of the Muslim, by which he is identified, is not the nationality determined by a 

government; the family of the Muslim, in which he finds solace and which he defends, is not 

blood relationships; the flag of the Muslim, which he honours and under which he is martyred, is 

not the flag of a country; and the victory of the Muslim, which he celebrates and for which he is 

thankful to Allah, is not a military victory. 

 



 

The victory is achieved under the banner of faith, and under no other banners; the striving is 

purely for the sake of Allah Almighty, for the success of His religion and His law, for the 

protection of DarulIslam, the particulars of which we have described above, and for no other 

purpose. It is not for the spoils or for fame, nor for the honour of a country or nation, nor for the 

mere protection of one's family except when supporting them against religious persecution. 

 

The honour of martyrdom is achieved only when one is fighting in the cause of Allah, and if one 

is killed for any other purpose this honour will not be attained 

 

     *************** 

 

Any country which fights the Muslim because of his belief and prevents him from practicing his 

religion,اandاinاwhichاtheاShari’ahاisاsuspended,اisاDarulHarb,اevenاthoughاhisاfamilyاorاhisا

relatives or his people live in it, or his capital is invested and his trade or commerce is in that 

country;اandاanyاcountryاwhereاtheاIslamicاfaithاisاdominantاandاitsاShari’ahاisاoperativeاisا

DarulIslam, even though the Muslim's family or relatives or his people do not live there, and he 

does not have any commercial relations with it. 

 

     *************** 

 

Indeed,اthereاisاnoاIslamاinاaاlandاwhereاIslamاisاnotاdominantاandاwhereاitsاShari’ahاisاnotا

established; and that place is not DarulIslam where Islam's way of life and its laws are not 

practiced. There is nothing beyond faith except unbelief, nothing beyond Islam except 

Jahiliyyahh, nothing beyond the truth except falsehood. 

 

 

 

Chapter 10: Far Reaching Changes 

 

It is not the function of Islam to compromise with the concepts of Jahiliyyahh which are current 

in the world or to coexist in the same land together with a Jahili system. This was not the case 

when it first appeared in the world, nor will it be today or in the future. Jahiliyyahh, to whatever 

period it belongs, is Jahiliyyahh; that is, deviation from the worship of One God and the way of 

life prescribed by Allah Almighty. It derives its system, laws, regulations, habits, standards and 

values from a source other than Allah Almighty. On the other hand, Islam is submission to Allah, 

and its function is to invite people away from Jahiliyyahh toward Islam. 

 

     *************** 

 

Jahiliyyahh is the worship of some people by others; that is to say, some people become 

dominant and make laws for others, regardless of whether these laws are against Allah's 

injunctions and without caring for the use or misuse of their authority. 

 



 

Islam, on the other hand, is people's worshipping Allah alone, and deriving concepts and 

beliefs, laws and regulations and values from the authority of Allah Almighty, and freeing 

themselves from servitude to Allah's servants. This is the very nature of Islam and the nature of 

its role on the earth. This point should be emphasized to anyone whomsoever we invite to 

Islam, whether they be Muslims or non-Muslims. 

 

     *************** 

 

Islam cannot accept any mixing with Jahiliyyahh, either in its concept or in the modes of living 

which are derived from this concept. Either Islam will remain, or Jahiliyyahh: Islam cannot 

accept or agree to a situation which is halfIslam and halfJahiliyyahh. In this respect Islam's 

stand is very clear. It says that the truth is one and cannot be divided; if it is not the truth, then it 

must be falsehood. The mixing and coexistence of the truth and falsehood is impossible. 

Command belongs to Allah Almighty, or otherwise toاJahiliyyahh;اAllah'sاShari’ahاwillاprevail,اorا

else people's desires. 

 

     *************** 

 

The foremost duty of Islam in this world is to depose Jahiliyyahh from the leadership of man, 

and to take the leadership into its own hands and enforce the particular way of life which is its 

permanent feature. The purpose of this rightly guided leadership is the good and success of 

mankind, the good which proceeds from returning to the Creator and the success which comes 

from being in harmony with the rest of the universe. The intention is to raise human beings to 

that high position which Allah Almighty has chosen for them and to free them from the slavery of 

desires 

 

     *************** 

 

Islam did not come to support people's desires, which are expressed in their concepts, 

institutions, modes of living, and habits and traditions, whether they were prevalent at the 

advent of Islam or are prevalent now, both in the East and in the West. Islam does not sanction 

the rule of selfish desires. It has come to abolish all such concepts, laws, customs and 

traditions, and to replace them with a new concept of human life, to create a new world on the 

foundation of submission to the Creator 

 

     *************** 

 

Jahiliyyahh is evil and corrupt, whether it be of the ancient or modern variety. Its outward 

manifestations may be different during different epochs, yet its roots are the same. Its roots are 

human desires, which do not let people come out of their ignorance and self-importance, 

desires which are used in the interests of some persons or some classes or some nations or 

some races, interests which prevail over the demand for justice, truth and goodness. But the 

pure law of Allah Almighty cuts through these roots and provides a system of laws which has no 



 

human interference, and it is not influenced by human ignorance or human desire or for the 

interests of a particular group of people. 

 

     *************** 

 

the basic difference between the concept of life taught by Allah Almighty and man made 

theories, and hence it is impossible to gather them together under one system. It is fruitless to 

try to construct a system of life which is halfIslam and halfJahiliyyahh. Allah Almighty does not 

forgive any association with His person, and He does not accept any association with His 

revealed way of life. Both are equally Shirk (polytheism) in the sight of Allah Almighty, as both 

are the product of the same mentality. 

 

     *************** 

 

This truth ought to be firmly and clearly impressed on our minds, and when we present Islam to 

people our tongues should not hesitate to pronounce it, nor should we be ashamed, nor should 

we leave any doubt in people's minds, nor leave them until they are assured that if they follow 

Islam their lives will be completely changed. Islam will change their concepts of life as well as 

their modes of behaviour completely. As it changes them, it bestows on them blessings beyond 

imagination by uplifting their concepts, improving their modes of behaviour, and bringing them 

closer to the position of dignity worthy of human life. Nothing will remain of the modes of 

Jahiliyyahh in which they were steeped, except some minor aspects which by accident appear 

similar to some aspects of Islam. Even these will not remain exactly the same as they become 

joined to the great root of Islam, which is clearly different from the root to which they had been 

joined so far, the fruitless and evil root of Jahiliyyahh. During this process it will not deprive them 

of any of the knowledge based on scientific observation; indeed, it gives a great impetus in this 

direction 

 

     *************** 

 

When we call people to Islam, it is our duty to make them understand that it is not one of the 

manmade religions or ideologies, nor is it a manmade system with various names, banners and 

paraphernalia but it is Islam, and nothing else. Islam has its own permanent personality and 

permanent concept and permanent modes. Islam guarantees for mankind a blessing greater 

than all these manmade systems. Islam is noble, pure, just, beautiful; springing from the source 

of the Most High, the Most Great, Allah Almighty. 

 

     *************** 

 

The source of its [The Islamic Call] real power is hidden in the very nature of this belief; that is 

why it can operate under the worst conditions and in the face of the most severe opposition. It 

derives its power from the simple and clear truth on which it stands. Its balanced teachings are 

according to human nature that nature which cannot tolerate any resistance for very long and it 



 

is in its power to lead mankind over toward progress, no matter in what stage of economic, 

social, scientific or intellectual backwardness or development it may be. 

 

 

Another secret of its power is that it challenges Jahiliyyahh and its physical power, without 

agreeing to change even a single letter of its principles. It does not compromise with Jahili 

inclinations nor does it use rationalizations. It proclaims the truth boldly so that people may 

understand that it is good, that it is a mercy and a blessing. 

      

*************** 

 

A person who feels the need of defense, justification and apology is not capable of presenting 

Islam to people. Indeed, he is a person who lives the life of Jahiliyyahh, hollow and full of 

contradictions, defects and evils, and intends to provide justification for the Jahiliyyahh he is in. 

These are the offenders against Islam and they distract some sincere persons. They confuse 

Islam's true nature by their defense, as if Islam were something accused standing at trial, 

anxious for its own defense. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 11: The Faith Triumphant 

 

The superiority through faith is not a mere single act of will nor a passing euphoria nor a 

momentary passion, but is a sense of superiority based on the permanent truth centred in the 

very nature of existence. This eternal truth is above the logic of force, the concept of 

environment, the terminology of society, and the customs of people, as indeed it is joined with 

the Living God who does not die. 

   

*************** 

 

A society has a governing logic and a common mode; its pressure is strong and its weight 

heavy on anyone who is not protected by some powerful member of the society or who 

challenges it without a strong force. Accepted concepts and current ideas have a climate of their 

own, and it is difficult to get rid of them without a deep sense of truth, in the light of which all 

these concepts and ideas shrink to nothingness, and without the help of a source which is 

superior, greater and stronger than the source of these concepts and ideas. 

  

*************** 

 

The person who takes a stand against the direction of the society its governing logic, its 

common mode, its values and standards, its ideas and concepts, its error and deviations will 

find himself a stranger, as well as helpless, unless his authority comes from a source which is 

more powerful than the people, more permanent than the earth, and nobler than life. 



 

   

 

*************** 

 

Indeed, the believer is uppermost, uppermost on the basis of the authority which is behind him 

and his source of guidance. Then, what is to be said of this earth, what of the people, what of 

the dominant values of the world, the standards current among people, while he is inspired by 

Allah Almighty, returns to Allah for guidance, and travels on His path?  

 

*************** 

 

The believer is most superior in his understanding and his concept of the nature of the world, for 

the belief in One God, in the form which has come to him from Islam, is the most perfect form of 

understanding, the greatest truth. The picture of the world which this Faith presents is far above 

the heaps of concepts, beliefs and religions, and is not reached by any great philosophers, 

ancient or modern, nor attained by idolaters or the followers of distorted scriptures, nor 

approached by the base materialists. This picture is so bright, clear, beautiful and balanced that 

the glory of the Islamic belief shines forth as never before. And without doubt those who have 

grasped this knowledge are superior to all others 

 

*************** 

 

The believer [Upon Pure Islamic Monotheism] is most superior in his values and standards, by 

means of which he measures life, events, things and persons. The source of his belief is the 

knowledge of Allah Almighty and His attributes as described by Islam, and the knowledge of the 

realities prevalent in the universe at large, not merely on the small earth. This belief with its 

grandeur provides the believer with values which are superior to and firmer than the defective 

standards made by men, who do not know anything except what is under their feet. They do not 

agree on the same standard within the same generation; even the same person changes his 

standard from moment to moment. 

 

*************** 

 

He [The Believer upon Pure Islamic Monotheism]  is most superior in his conscience and 

understanding, in his morals and manners, as he believes in Allah Almighty who has excellent 

names and attributes. This by itself creates in him a sense of dignity, purity and cleanliness, 

modesty and piety, and a desire for good deeds, and of being a rightlyguided representative of 

Allah Almighty on earth. Furthermore, this belief gives him the assurance that the reward is in 

the Hereafter, the reward before which the troubles of the world and all its sorrows become 

insignificant. The heart of the believer is content with it, although he may pass through this life 

without apparent success. 

 

And he is most superior in his law and system of life. When the believer scans whatever man, 

ancient or modern, has known, and compares it with his own law and system, he realizes that 



 

all this is like the playthings of children or the searchings of blind men in comparison with the 

perfect system and the complete law of Islam. And when he looks from his height at erring 

mankind with compassion and sympathy at its helplessness and error, he finds nothing in his 

heart except a sense of triumph over error and nonsense. 

 

*************** 

 

Conditions change, the Muslim loses his physical power and is conquered, yet the 

consciousness does not depart from him that he is the most superior. If he remains a Believer, 

he looks upon his conqueror from a superior position. He remains certain that this is a 

temporary condition which will pass away and that faith will turn the tide from which there is no 

escape. Even if death is his portion, he will never bow his head. Death comes to all, but for him 

there is martyrdom. He will proceed to the Garden, while his conquerors go to the Fire. 

 

*************** 

 

The society may be drowned in lusts, steeped in low passions, rolling in filth and dirt, thinking 

that it has enjoyment and freedom from chains and restrictions. Such a society may become 

devoid of any clean enjoyment and even of lawful food, and nothing may remain except a 

rubbish heap, or dirt and mud. The Believer from his height looks at the people drowning in dirt 

and mud. He may be the only one; yet he is neither dejected nor grieved, nor does his heart 

desire that he take off his neat and immaculate garments and join the crowd. He remains the 

uppermost with the enjoyment of faith and the taste of belief. 

 

*************** 

 

The believer holds on to his religion like the holder of a precious stone in the society devoid of 

religion, of character, of high values, of noble manners and of whatever is clean, pure and 

beautiful. The others mock his tenacity, ridicule his ideas, laugh at his values, but this does not 

make the Believer weak of heart: and he looks from his height at those who mock, ridicule and 

laugh, and he says, as one of the great souls those who preceded him on the long and bright 

pathاofاfaithاNuhا(peaceاbeاonاhim),اsaid:ا“Ifاyouاridiculeاus,اthenاwe will ridicule you just as you 

ridicule. 

 

*************** 

 

This is the logic of this world, the logic of those of any age or any place who cannot see the 

higher horizons. It is the wisdom of Allah Almighty that belief remains independent of the glitter 

and glamour of worldly allurements, such as closeness to the ruler, favour from the government, 

popularity among the people or the satisfaction of desire. It is only striving, hard work, fighting 

and martyrdom. Let him accept it who may accept, who has the certainty in his heart that this is 

purely for the sake of Allah Almighty and not for the sake of people, or for the allurements and 

attractions so dear to people. Let him stay away from it who desires pleasures and benefits, and 

who is greedy for pomp and show, and who is after wealth and possessions, and who gives 



 

weight to the considerations of men although these may be light in the balance of Allah 

Almighty. 

 

*************** 

 

Indeed, the Believer does not borrow his values, concepts and standards from people so that he 

is dependent on the estimation of people; he takes them from the Sustainer of the people, and 

that is sufficient for him. He does not follow the desires of men so that he has to fluctuate with 

their changing desires; he depends on the firm balance of the truth which does not fluctuate or 

lean to one side. Indeed, his inspiration does not come from this passing and finite world; the 

inspiration of his soul comes from the fountainheads of the universe. Then how can he find 

dejection in his soul or grief in his heart, while he is linked to the Sustainer of the people, the 

balance of truth, and the fountainheads of the universe? 

 

Indeed, he is with the truth and what is beyond the truth but falsehood? Let falsehood have 

power, let it have its drums and banners, and let it have its throngs and mobs; all this cannot 

change anything of the truth. Indeed, he is with the truth, and nothing is beyond the truth except 

error, and the believer cannot prefer error to the truth. He is a believer, and whatever be the 

conditions and the situation, he cannot exchange error for the truth. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 12: This is the Road 

 

 

Life's pleasures and pains, achievements and frustrations, do not have any great weight in the 

scale, and do not determine the profit or loss. Triumph is not limited to immediate victory, which 

is but one of the many forms of triumph. 

 

*************** 

 

In the scale of Allah Almighty, the true weight is the weight of faith; in Allah's market the only 

commodity in demand is the commodity of faith. The highest form of triumph is the victory of 

soul over matter, the victory of belief over pain, and the victory of faith over persecution. 

 

*************** 

 

All men die, and of various causes; but not all gain such victory, nor reach such heights, nor 

taste such freedom, nor soar to such limits of the horizon. It is Allah's choosing and honouring a 

group of people who share death with the rest of mankind but who are singled out from other 

people for honour honour among the noblest angels, nay, even among all mankind, if we 

measure them by the standards of the total history of generations of men. 

 



 

*************** 

 

Thus the life of mankind is adjoined with that of the angels. This life proceeds into the life 

Hereafter and the field of struggle between good and evil, between the truth and falsehood, and 

between faith and tyranny, is not limited to this earth. This matter does not finish here, nor is the 

decision made in this world. This life and all its pleasures and pains, achievements and 

frustrations, do not weigh much in the scale. 

 

*************** 

 

The history of the Call toward Allah Almighty has witnessed various endings in this world in its 

struggle with other movements. 

 

ItاhasاwitnessedاtheاannihilationاofاtheاpeopleاofاNuh,اtheاpeopleاofاHud,اtheاpeopleاofاShu’aib,ا

and the people of Lut, and the escape the bare escape of a small group of believers. But the 

Qur’anاdoesاnotاstateاwhatاtheseاescapeesاdidاinاtheاworldاandاlifeاafterاtheirاescape.اTheseا

examples tell us that sometimes 

 

Allah Most High gives the rebels and tyrants a taste of punishment in this world, while the full 

punishment still awaits them in the Hereafter. 

 

*************** 

 

This history of the Call witnessed the annihilation of Pharaoh and his army, and the escape of 

Musa and his people and the establishment of their authority in the land. Those people of that 

time were the most righteous in all their (the Israelites') history, although they did not attain 

complete steadfastness nor establish the religion of Allah Almighty on earth in its entirety; and 

this example is different from the previous ones. 

 

This history of the Call witnessed the annihilation of the polytheists who turned away from the 

guidance and belief in Muhammad T and it witnessed the complete victory of the Believers, with 

the amazing victory of belief in their hearts. And for the first time in the history of mankind the 

way of Allah Almighty was established in such completeness as was not seen by man, either 

before or after. 

 

*************** 

 

Their [Believers Upon Pure Islamic Monotheism] task is to fulfil their obligation, and go. Their 

obligation is to choose Allah Almighty, prefer belief over life, raise themselves above 

persecution through faith, and to testify to Allah Almighty with deed as well as intention. Then it 

is up to Allah Almighty to deal with them and with their enemies, with His Religion and His Call, 

as He deems proper. He may choose for them any one of the endings known in history, or some 

other ending which only He knows and sees. 

 



 

They are workers for Allah Almighty. Whenever, whatever, however He wants them to do their 

work, they should do it and take the known reward. To decide what will be the ending of their 

endeavour is neither in their power nor is it their responsibility. This is the responsibility of the 

One in authority, not of those who are mere workers. 

 

*************** 

 

TheاQur’anicاtrainingاofاtheاfirstاnobleاgenerationاofاMuslimsاwasاofاthisاcharacterاtoاtheاhighestا

degree. They lost their personalities and identities in this matter, acting as workers for the One 

in authority, and were pleased with Allah Almighty in every decision and in every condition. 

TheاtrainingاbyاtheاProphetاTاwentاsideاbyاsideاwithاtheاQur’anicاteachings,اturningاtheirاheartsا

and eyes toward the Garden, and toward patiently persevering in their assigned task until Allah 

Almighty ordains what He intends in this world as well as what is pleasing to Him in the 

Hereafter. 

 

*************** 

 

Allah Almighty's wisdom underlies every decision and every condition. He administers the entire 

universe, and, He is informed of its beginning and its end, controlling its events and its 

interrelationships. He knows the wisdom, hidden from us behind the curtains of the Unseen the 

wisdom which, in conjunction with His will, unfolds the long process of history. 

 

Sometimes, after generations and centuries, Allah Almighty unveils to us the wisdom of an 

event which was not understood by the contemporary people. They might have wondered: Why 

this? O Lord! Why did this happen? The question itself is due to ignorance from which the 

Believer saves himself. He already knows that behind every decision there is wisdom. His 

breath of concept and his farseeing vision in space and time, and in values and scales, raises 

him above this unbelief whose beginning is in such a question. He journeys on Allah Almighty's 

ordained course with submission and contentment. 

 

*************** 

 

AllاtheاversesاofاtheاQur’anاinاwhichاvictoryاisاpromised,اorاinاwhichاspoilsاareاmentionedاor 

where it is told that the polytheists will be punished in this world by the hands of the Believers, 

were revealed in Medina. These were revealed only after all these matters were excluded from 

the Believer's scope of action, his expectation and his desire. Allah's help came on its own, 

when Allah Almighty intended that this way of life become actual in the life of mankind, so that 

generations of men could see it in a practical and concrete form, and not as a reward for the 

endeavours, the hard work, the sacrifice and the sufferings. This was indeed a decision of Allah 

Almighty, the wisdom of which we are trying to fathom today. 

 

This intricate point requires deep thought by all callers toward Allah Almighty, to whatever 

country or period of time they belong; for this guarantees that they will be able to see the 

milestones of the road clearly and without ambiguity, and establishes the path for those who 



 

wish to traverse it to the end, whatever this end may be; then what Allah Almighty intends to do 

with His Call and with them is up to Him. Then they will not be anxious, while traversing this 

road ever paved with skulls and limbs and blood and sweat, to find help and victory, or desirous 

that the decision between the truth and falsehood be made on this earth. However, if Allah 

Himself intends to fulfil the completion of His call and His religion through their efforts, He will 

bring about His will but not as a reward for their sufferings and sacrifices. Indeed, this world is 

not a place of reward. 

 

*************** 

 

The enemies of the Believers may wish to change this struggle into an economic or political or 

racial struggle, so that the Believers become confused concerning the true nature of the 

struggle and the flame of belief in their hearts becomes extinguished. The Believers must not be 

deceived, and must understand that this is a trick. The enemy, by changing the nature of the 

struggle, intends to deprive them of their weapon of true victory, the victory which can take any 

form, be it the victory of the freedom of spirit as was case of the Believers in the story of the 

Makers of the Pit, or dominance in the world as a consequence of the freedom of spirit as 

happened in the case of the first generation of Muslims. 

 

 

*************** 

 

This is what I was able to present as a Summary and Gems From Milestones. If it was correct, I 

askاAllāhاtoاbenefitاmeاandاtheاMuslims with it, to grant us the ability to act upon it, and to make 

usاloveاobeyingاandاworshippingاHim.اIfاitاwasاincorrect,اIاaskاAllāhاtoاoverlookاmyاmistakes,ا

andاitاisاsufficientاthatاIاtruthfullyاexertedاmyاeffortsاandاwantedاnothingاbutاforاAllāhاto benefit 

theاMuslimsاthroughاthis.اIfاtheseاwordsاwereاincorrect,اIاaskاAllāhاtoاturnاpeople’sاheartsاawayا

from them, to make them love what is correct and true, to grant them guidance and success, 

andاmayاAllāhاhaveاMercyاonاaاmanاwhoاpointedاoutاmyاmistakes to me and clarified the truth 

to the Muslims.  

 

O Lord, do not take us to account for what we may have forgotten or mistakenly done.  

 

O Lord, to not put a burden on us as You did for those before us 

 

O Lord, and do not burden us with what we cannot bear. Relieve us, Forgive us, and have 

Mercy on us. You are our Guardian. Therefore, give us victory over the disbelieving people.  

 

GloryاbeاtoاYou,اOاAllāh,اandاweاpraiseاyou.اIاbearاwitnessاthatاthereاisاnoneاworthyاofاworshipا

except You. I seek Your Forgiveness and I repent to You. Glory be to our Lord, the Lord of 

Honor, from what they ascribe to Him, and peace be upon the Messengers, and praise be to 

Allāh,اtheاLordاofاtheاworlds. 


